Mullion School
Our ‘Local Offer’ for the Inclusion of all students including those with Special Educational Needs
and Disability (SEND)

At Mullion School we welcome everyone into our community. Mullion School endeavours to make available inclusive provision to ensure that all
students, including those with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities (SEND), can enjoy and benefit from a broad and balanced education with
access to the National Curriculum at an appropriate level, so that they may achieve their full potential.
Our Local Offer is information for the parents/carers of children who have Special Educational Needs and disabilities (SEND) and all those who
support children with additional needs. This information outlines the support and provision they can expect to receive, if they choose Mullion School
for their children.
Our SEND Mission statement:
Within Mullion School, we believe that:
●
All children are valued and included regardless of abilities, needs and behaviours.
●
All children are entitled to a broad, balanced and enriching curriculum which is adapted as appropriate to meet individual needs.
●
All our teachers are teachers of children with special educational needs.
●
All our children can learn and make progress.
●
Effective assessment and provision for children with SEND will be secured in partnership with parent /carers,children, LA and other partners.
●
Maintaining children’s safety and wellbeing is central to their development.
Person with overall responsibility for all students: Head Teacher Mr Wayne Randle
Person overseeing the needs of students with SEND: SENCo Ms Rebecca Goodrum and Mrs Rebecca White
Key Stage 3 Director (Years 7-9) and Assistant Head: Mrs Helen Mathias
Key Stage 4 Director (Years 10-11): Mr Kevin Gilbert
SEND Governor: Mr Neil Gunnell

The levels of support and provision offered by our school
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1.

Listening to and responding to children and young people

Whole school approaches
The universal offer to all children and YP.

Additional, targeted support and provision

Specialist, individualised support and
provision

The views and opinions of all students
are valued. Student voice is represented in all
aspects of school.

Students with SEND are encouraged to be
involved with all of the feedback groups.

Individual support is responsive to the
views of the student. These are heard in
various ways:
●
Student’s views are an integral part of
TAC meetings and Annual reviews.
●
Students with SEND are at the centre
of the writing of Pupil Passports for Learning,
which are then used by staff to support the
student in the classroom.
●
Students are supported by person
centred planning and target and
outcome setting.
●
All documentation is presented in a
format that is accessible to the
student.
●
Students with SEND are encouraged
to discuss concerns with SENCo.

Student voice is heard through:
⮚
school council.
⮚
prefect system.
⮚
tutor group feedback.
⮚
student participation in focus groups.
⮚
debates.
⮚
Kirkland Rowell Pupil survey
⮚
PASS survey

These groups can impact on the provision or
modification of additional provision.
The Educational Psychologist attends a
meeting every half term to discuss the needs
of students who are having difficulties with
their learning.
All students on the Additional Needs register
are assigned a Learning Mentor who meet
with them termly to offer advice and support
with any difficulties they face in the
classroom. This meeting may be face-to-face
or using google meet.
In Year 11 selected students are mentored by
staff in preparation for exams.
The SENKEY group meets regularly
throughout the year and discusses issues
raised by students and their teachers. This
group consists of an SEND representative

●
Pastoral and SEND teams are
experienced and able to deal with concerns
and issues as they arise.
●
School works closely with external
professionals and are able to seek support
for students as necessary.
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from each department, the SENCo, the TA
Team Leader and the SEND Governor.

2.

Partnership with parents and carers

Whole school approaches
The universal offer to all children and YP

The school works in partnership with all
parents and carers:
●
The parents/carers of all students are
invited to attend parent/carer evenings.
●
Students’ progress is monitored
regularly and shared with parents/carers.
●
The school planner encourages written
dialogue between families/parents and
school.
●
Parent/carers are aware of who to
contact if they have any concerns:
⮚
Tutor/Class teacher
⮚
KS3/KS4 Directors
⮚
SENCo
⮚
Head Teacher
●
The website enables parent/carers to
find out key information.

Additional, targeted support and provision

Specialist, individualised support and
provision

●
Families are invited to attend extracurricular events in line with current Covid-19
advice.

●

●
Families are invited to attend
information sessions - offered face-to-face or
online as appropriate.
●
Parents are encouraged to contact
school about any concerns they have.

Parent/carers are actively involved in,
all TAC meetings and Annual reviews:
⮚
Parent/carer’s views are an
integral part of TAC meetings and Annual
reviews.
⮚
All documentation is presented in a
format that is accessible to parents.
Advocacy is available to ensure the
Parental/carer views are taken into
consideration and are pivotal in the plans to
support their child.
●
The SENCo is available to discuss
issues concerning students with SEND.
●
Home/school communication is
provided to students as necessary.

●
A text messaging service is used to
inform families of key events.
●
Families can request to receive
information by email.
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3.

The curriculum

Whole school approaches.
The universal offer to all children and YP

●

The curriculum is designed to ensure
the inclusion of all students.

●

All students, regardless of their ability
and/or additional needs, have full
access to the curriculum.

●

The curriculum is broad and balanced.

●
Data from Primary School and
Cognitive Ability tests (CATs) are used
as baseline data to measure progress.
●

Progress across the curriculum areas is
closely monitored. At the end of Key stage 4
GCSE results are used to monitor progress
and compare to national data.

●
Setting occurs in some subjects as felt
appropriate by departments.

Additional, targeted support and provision

●
In Yrs 8 and 9 one MFL lesson/week
can be replaced by extra literacy to boost
these skills and benefit all areas of the
curriculum.

Specialist, individualised support and
provision

●

Students are supported in following
their interests, and chosen curriculum,
regardless of their SEN and/or
disabilities.

●
After school revision sessions in
different subject areas are provided as
appropriate.

●
Students with SEND can access the
curriculum with adult support as appropriate.

●

●

Intervention packages are bespoke
and needs led, with the aim of
improving the key skills required to
fully access the curriculum. The
progress of the students are
reviewed regularly and the
intervention continued, modified or
ceased as deemed appropriate.

In exceptional circumstances students
can be dis-applied from some
subjects. This must be agreed by all
involved.

●
The intervention work includes:
⮚
Extra English sessions (RWInc).
⮚
Maths catch up
⮚
Precision teaching sessions
⮚
Additional 1:1 support in
English/Maths at KS4
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⮚
⮚

Brain gym activity
Dyslexia sessions during school.

4.Teaching and learning
Whole school approaches
The universal offer to all children and YP

●
The whole school uses a ‘dyslexia
friendly’ approach to teaching and learning.
The School was reaccreditated as Dyslexia
Friendly School by assessors in July 2018.
●
Lessons are planned, multisensory and
differentiated for all students in the classroom.
●
Different learning styles are taken into
account.
●
Lesson objectives are made clear to
students, so they understand what they are
learning.
●
Students’ progress is checked regularly.
●
Students are given feedback of how to
improve their work. This can be verbal as well
as the written comments when books are
marked.
●
Students are provided with targets and
are made aware of their current level of
achievement.

Additional, targeted support and provision

Specialist, individualised support and
provision

●

●
Personalised and differentiated
work, with regard to pace, style and content
is provided, enabling independent learning,
wherever possible.

Independent student learning is
supported by the use of technology,
for example:
⮚
Laptops
⮚
Chrome books
⮚
IPADS
This is supported with the school wide wi-fi
access and the policy to allow students to
bring their own electronic device into school
to support their learning.
●

Special examination arrangements
are put in place for internal and
external tests and examinations
(readers scribes etc) for those who
satisfy the JCQ (exams)criteria.

●
Dyslexia and Autism Champions are
available to give support and advice to staff
and students as required.

●

One-to-one support is in place for
students who need more intensive
support.

●
Specialist advice and support is
available from various external groups
including Educational Psychologists, Physical
Disabilities Advisor, Autism Spectrum
Disorder Advisor, Dyslexia specialists,
Teacher of the Deaf, Psychiatrists,
Physiotherapists and Occupational
Therapists.
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●

Literacy/Numeracy is a priority for all
staff: key vocabulary and key terms
are discussed in lessons.

●
Homework support is available at
lunchtime in E7/8 for KS3 and in the library
for KS4 students.
●
Educational Psychologist provides
advice on how best to support students who
find learning difficult.

5.

Self-help skills and independence

Whole school approaches
The universal offer to all children and YP

Additional, targeted support and provision

Specialist, individualised support and
provision

●
Students are able to bring their own
electronic device into school and use, if
appropriate and agreed by the teacher in
lessons (see Bring Your Own Device policy).

●
There are a limited number of laptops
available in department areas, which are
used to support some students, who have
difficulties writing longer pieces of work.

●
Where TAs support individual
students in the classroom, they encourage
independent working whenever possible.

●
Students are given their own reading
ruler as required.

●
Teachers and TAs in the classroom
support students, whilst encouraging
independence where possible.

●
Teachers plan for and encourage
independent learning in lessons.
●
Computer rooms, homework club and
the library are all bases where students can
work independently on tasks in their own time.
Homework club in room D9 is supervised by
members of the TA team and they can provide
support to all students.

●
TAs use resources, questioning,
prompts and various strategies to develop
the skills needed for independent working.

●
Close liaison with the Physiotherapy
and Occupational therapy teams ensure the
●
Students have personalised equipment student is provided with the treatment and/or
resources needed to promote independence.
to help them to learn, such as coloured
overlays and electronic devices.
●
Students are actively encouraged to
use Homework club to seek support with
homework tasks.
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●
Coaching and mentoring skills have
been enhanced by training both staff and
some students over the last two years.

6.

Health, wellbeing and emotional support

Whole school approaches
The universal offer to all children and YP

Additional, targeted support and provision

●
The PSHE curriculum is delivered to all
students.

●
●
Room E7 (SEND base), E8 and the
library are all available for vulnerable students
to take ‘time out’ and find support at break
●
and lunch
times.
⮚
⮚
⮚
●
Where possible and in line with Covid
⮚
guidance, sporting events, such as Project
⮚
Ability are used to increase students’ health
⮚
and wellbeing.
●
●
Sessions in school with a counsellor
and/or a youth worker can be arranged as
●
required.

●
Tutors play a key role in supporting
students with pastoral issues and they are
supported by the KS3 and KS4 Directors.
●
All staff have received training on the
Trauma Informed Schools (TIS) programme
and there is now a Health and Well-being
Director and a TIS Practitioner in school. Their
remit is to support both staff and students.
●
Themed assemblies are used to
promote important issues.
●
Student prefects perform lunch and
break time duties and are available to offer
advice and support to fellow students.
●

Students have access to the school
nurse. Sessions are private and
confidential.

●
The TIS (Trauma in schools)
Practitioner works with students and liaises
with staff and parents as appropriate.
Students who have previously had support

Specialist, individualised support and
provision

TACs, Early Support meetings and
reviews are supported by a range of
agencies.
Additional support for students can be
requested from:
CAMHS
Social Care
Youth Centres
Dreadnought
Aspires
Penhaligon’s Friends
Individualised support is provided for
students as the needs arise.
Students with specific medical
conditions have individual health care
plans (IHP).

●
TA staff conduct physiotherapy
sessions and help with feeding when
needed.
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from our TIS practitioner can request follow
up sessions.

●
External professionals such as
Physiotherapists and Occupational therapists
meet with students in school as required.

Whole school approaches
The universal offer to all children and YP

Additional, targeted support and provision

Specialist, individualised support and
provision

●
Students have opportunities for
social interaction, regardless of need.

●
Room E7, E8 and the library are
staffed and made available for vulnerable
children and they are encouraged to interact
with others.

●
TAs working with individual students
support the development of their social skills
and ensure that the social interactions are
positive.

7.

Social Interaction opportunities

●
Students belong to a tutor
group and participate in activities.

●
Students coming to E7, E8 and the
library during lunch times are encouraged to
eat lunch together and discuss topics. After
lunch they are encouraged to play board
●
Key stage 3 students are encouraged to games to develop the skills needed for
participate and work towards The Contributor
successful social interactions.
award.
●
The environments in E7, E8 and the
●
Students are invited to complete the
library are positive and supportive.
Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme and/or can
●
Sporting events such as Project Ability
become sports leaders.
provide opportunities for social interactions
●
Students are invited on trips, visits and
when we can offer these in line with Covid
online experiences.
guidelines.
●
Students are encouraged to participate
in Inter- House competitions.

●
TAs use social stories for those
students with complex social difficulties.
●
TAs help students to understand both
their own feelings and those of others.
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●
Students are encouraged to take part in
after school clubs, events and competitions to
enhance their social interactions.

8.

The physical environment (accessibility, safety and positive learning environment).

Whole school approaches
The universal offer to all children and YP

Additional, targeted support and provision

●
All areas of the school are accessible to
everyone including those students with
SEND.

●
E7 and the library are bases for
vulnerable students and provides a quieter
and supervised areas for those who are
unable to cope in unstructured times. It also
provides an opportunity to eat lunch away
from the canteen and store items in a
secure place.

●

All classrooms are wheel chair accessible.

●
Students feel safe and in an environment
where bullying is minimal and dealt with
effectively.
●
There is a named child protection officer,
‘Designated Safeguarding Officer’ and ‘Child in
Care’ teacher (Mrs Helen Mathias).
●
All areas of the school are uplifting,
positive and support learning.
●
Teachers focus on rewarding good
behaviour to promote a positive learning

●
Resources are made available to
students to enable them to access learning
in the classroom. For example, coloured
overlays, easy grip rulers.
●
There are some staff who have
received the ‘Team Teach’ training for
diffusing challenging behaviour positively.

Specialist, individualised support and
provision

●
Specialist equipment in lessons
enables disabled students to
be independent.
●
Where possible, doors have been
widened and have electronic sensors to
enable wheel chair access. These are
activated by students giving them
independence.
●
Many classrooms have height
adjustable tables.
●
TA support is provided to ensure that
all students with a EHC Plan can fully
access the curriculum and take part in
practical activities.
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●
An Audiology room, which is sound
proofed is available for staff to work with
hearing impaired students.

environment.
●
The rewards and sanctions system is
robust and reflects the school rules.

●
A physiotherapy treatment table and
ceiling hoist is available as needed.

●
Praise assemblies each term celebrate the
achievements of students.
●

9.

●
The Learning and Behaviour unit
can be used for students with emotional or
behavioural issues. This is manned by
experienced staff.

Trained First Aiders available as required.

Transition from year to year and setting to setting

Whole school approaches
The universal offer to all children and YP

Additional, targeted support and provision

Specialist, individualised support and
provision
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●
There are strong links with feeder primary
schools.
●

Open days are held in the Autumn term for
parents and their children, followed by an
information evening. Some of these may be
delivered virtually but appointments can be made
to view the school where possible.

●
Transition days for students in Year 6
are held in the Summer term. Alternative
provision is made where Covid guidance means
face-to-face days cannot happen.

●
Pastoral leads identify students
who may need extra support at transition
from KS2 to KS3.

●
Tutors are informed of students that
●
The SENCo may visit the Primary
may require extra support during transitions. Schools of students with SEND.
●

●
An opportunity to meet with the form tutors
is held in the Summer term.
●
All students in Year 6 are invited
to apply for a place at Summer School.
●
In the spring term of Year 9, students
choose their options for KS4 subjects. This is
done with the support of teachers and parents.
Each student discusses these choices with an
Assistant Head.

●
The SENCo may be invited to attend
annual statement reviews of Year 5/6
students.

Careers Advisors work with all
students with additional needs to
ensure that an appropriate post-16
placement is identified and it reflects
the students interests, abilities and
needs.

●
Tours and visits to the school are
arranged as required following Covid
guidance.

●
Year 11 students are supported with the
sixth form/FE application and interview
process.

●
TAs work closely with students with
SEND during transition events.
●
Transition booklets are made
available to those students needing them.
●
Timetables are sent home during the
summer term to those students who
struggle with change.
●
Additional transition sessions are
held for those that need it.
●
Post 16 providers are invited to
attend transition reviews.
●
Students with SEND may have extra
visits to college in Year 11.

●
Students are encouraged to attend
transition events at local colleges.
●
Students are encouraged to attend
Careers fairs.

Services and organisations that we work with:
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Service/organisation

What they do in brief

Contact details

Autism Spectrum Team

Support students with ASD

Tel: 0300 1234 101

Child and Adolescent Mental Health
Services (CAMHS)
Cognition and learning service

Support students with mental health
issues.
Support students with specific and
moderate learning difficulties
Support students with communication
difficulties.
Socialisation project for students with
ASD
Support for families.

Tel: 01872 221400
mailto:childrens.services@cornwall.nhs.uk
cognitionandlearning@cornwall.gov.uk

Support students who are having
difficulty with their learning.
Support students with hearing difficulties.

Tel: 01736 336810

Communication Support Service
Dreadnought Aspires
Early Help Hub
Educational Psychology Service
Hearing Support
Occupational Therapy Team
Physical Disabilities Service
Physiotherapy Team
Poppins
SEN Assessment and Provision Team
Vision Support Team

Support students with mobility and
physical difficulties.
Support students with physical
disabilities.
Support students requiring regularly
physiotherapy.
Short break service for students with
complex needs.
Carry out assessments for EHC plans
and monitor their implementation.
Support students with visual difficulties.

Tel: 01872 323412
mailto:pbell@cornwall.gov.uk
Tel: 01209 218764
mailto:jo@thedreadnought.co.uk
Tel: 01872 322277

Tel: 01726 61004
mailto:hearing.support@cornwall.gov.uk
Children’s Community Therapy Service
RCHT 01872 254531
mailto:wjohn@cornwall.gov.uk
Children’s Community Therapy Service
RCHT 01872 254531
Tel: 01209 822470
Tel: 01872 324416
Tel: 01872 323438
mailto:vision.support@cornwall.gov.uk
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Frequently asked Questions
1 How does your school know if children need extra help and what should I do if I think my child may have special educational needs?
Answer All class teachers regularly monitor the progress of the students in their classes. In addition, once every term progress reviews are
undertaken and the data is scrutinised by the KS3/4 Directors. Concerns regarding progress are highlighted and the class teacher will put into
place resources or strategies to support the student in the class room. Details are also passed on to the SENCo either directly or through the
SEN department representatives who form the SENKEY group.
If you are concerned that your child has SEN, please contact the SENCos Rebecca Goodrum or Rebecca White.
2. Who is responsible for the progress and success of my child in school?
Answer Class teachers are responsible for the progress of each student in their class. However, collectively the school works in partnership
with the student, parents/carers as well as all staff to ensure that students are able to make as much progress as possible and be successful
in all areas of their schooling.
3. How will the curriculum be matched to my child’s needs?
Answer A broad, balanced curriculum is offered at Mullion School. At the end of year 9, students will choose the subjects they would like to
study in Key Stage 4. Discussions will be held to ensure the option choices reflect their interests and are suitable for their needs.
4. How will school staff support my child?
Answer Teachers and support staff work closely together to ensure students are provided with the support they need to allow them to be fully
included with all that goes on in school and make the progress they are capable of.
5. How will I know how my child is doing and how will you help me to support my child’s learning?
Answer You will be invited to attend the Parent’s evening for your child and will also receive a copy of their school report. These will provide
opportunities for you discuss how your child is doing and what you can do to support their learning. Class teachers will also make contact with
you if there are concerns and likewise if you have any concerns are happy for you to contact them.
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In addition to this, Students with an Education Health and Care Plan will have a yearly review to discuss their progress towards the
objectives/outcomes outlined in the statement.
6. What support will there be for my child’s overall wellbeing?
Answer All staff work together to support the wellbeing of all students. Your child’s tutor works closely with them and will help them deal with
issues as they arise. Concerns are passed on to the Key Stage 3 or Key Stage 4 Directors and dealt with as appropriate.
7. How do I know that my child is safe in school?
Answer All staff working in School have had DBS checks, a record of which is held on a register at school. Staff receive training to ensure
they are aware of how to keep children safe at school and any concerns are passed onto the appropriate member of staff.
8. What specialist services and expertise are available at or accessed by your school?
Answer The school has its own Counselling service. It also works closely with a wide range of external groups including face-to-face providers
and online counselling services.

9. What training have the staff at school had or are having?
Answer There have been specific training sessions in aspects of SEN over the last few years. The TA team also attend training sessions
focusing on how to help students with SEND make effective progress.
10. How will my child be included in activities outside the classroom including school trips?
Answer All students are encouraged to take part in activities outside the classroom including school trips. Whenever possible, arrangements
will be made to ensure that each student that wants to be included may do so. However, occasionally this may not be possible either due to
health and safety requirements or by the inability to make the appropriate arrangements.
11. How accessible is the school environment?
Answer The school is largely on one level, with only a few areas with steps and there are alternative routes to avoid these. Where possible,
doors have been widened and have electronic openers to allow easy wheel chair access. In many rooms there are variable height tables. An
accessibility audit has been undertaken and is published on the school website in the SEN section.
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12. How will school prepare and support my child through the transition from key stage to key stage and beyond?
Answer
Key Stage 2 to 3. The KS3 Director, Mrs Helen Mathias, visits year 6 children in the local schools within our catchment area. The SENCos,
Ms Rebecca Goodrum and Mrs Rebecca White may visit schools with Year 6 students with statements of SEND and are happy to meet with
the parents/carers of these children. All children are invited to attend two transition days at school in the Summer term and can apply to attend
the Summer school run in August. If further transition is necessary for students with SEND, please contact the SENCo.
Key Stage 3 to 4. Students are given support and advice to choose suitable options for KS4.
Key Stage 4 to 5. The PSHE curriculum is used to deliver a module on careers to help students think about career and college choices.
Teachers and Careers staff, including the Careers Advisors, work closely with the student and their family to support them making choices for
the next stage of their education. The students are also invited to attend transition events run by the Colleges.
13. How are the school’s resources allocated and matched to children’s special educational needs?
Answer The school receives funding to deliver education to all of its students. Where extra support is necessary, these needs are highlighted
and the appropriate resources are made available where ever possible. Students with complex needs may get additional funding to ensure
they receive the necessary support so they can fully access what is available at school. This is known as top-up funding.
14. How is the decision made about what type and how much support my child will receive?
Answer The progress of all students in the school is closely monitored and if there are concerns these are highlighted. The best course of
action is then discussed and the appropriate support is put into place and then evaluated.
15. Who can I contact for further information?
Answer Please contact the School Office if you would like further information and they will be able to forward you to the appropriate member
of staff depending on the nature of the request.
17. How is your local offer reviewed?
Answer The local offer is termed a working document so will be updated as changes and/or additions occur. It will also be reviewed by staff
and governors on a yearly basis.
If you have any concerns or questions relating to this Local Offer, please contact the SENCos, Ms Rebecca Goodrum or Mrs
Rebecca White. If the issue is still not resolved, please contact the Head of School, Mr Wayne Randle.
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